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Abstract
We discuss the status of supersymmetric grand unified theories [SUSY GUTs]
with regards to the observation of proton decay. In this talk we focus on
SUSY GUTs in 4 dimensions. We outline the major theoretical uncertainties
present in the calculation of the proton lifetime and then present our best
estimate of an absolute upper bound on the predicted proton lifetime. Towards
the end, we consider some new results in higher dimensional GUTs and the
ramifications for proton decay.
1Talk presented at SUSY’02, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
1 Introduction
Preliminary Super-K bounds [1] on the proton and neutron lifetimes provide stringent
constraints on grand unified theories [2, 3].
mode exposure τ/B limit
(kt · yr) (1032 yrs)
p→ π0 + e+ 79 50
p→ π0 + µ+ 79 37
p→ K+ + ν¯ 79 16
p→ K0 + e+ 70 5.4
p→ K0 + µ+ 70 10
n→ K0 + ν¯ 79 3.0
These constraints place bounds on the GUT scale. For example, a generic 4 Fermion
baryon and lepton number violating operator of the form 1
Λ2
q q q l results in a proton
decay rate, typically of order Γp ∼ 10
−3 m5p/Λ
4. Thus a bound on the proton lifetime
τp > 5× 10
33yrs roughly constrains the scale Λ > 4× 1015 GeV.
4D SUSY GUTs have many notable virtues.
• GUTs [2, 3] explain the standard model charge assignments for the observed families.
• They predict the unification of the three gauge couplings at the GUT scale [4] and
the prediction of SUSY GUTs [5, 6, 7] agrees quite well with the low energy data.
• Bottom-Tau or Top-Bottom-Tau Yukawa coupling unification is predicted in simple
SU5 or SO10, resp.
• Including additional family symmetries relating different generations leads to simple
models of fermion masses and mixing angles.
• Neutrino oscillations governed by a see-saw scale of order 10−3 MG are easily in-
cluded.
• The lightest SUSY particle [LSP] is a natural dark matter candidate, and
• SUSY GUTs provide a natural framework for understanding baryogenesis and/or
leptogenesis.
In order to set the notation recall, in SU(5), quarks, leptons and Higgs fields are
contained in the following GUT representations[2]: {Q =
(
u
d
)
ec uc} ⊂ 10,
{dc L =
(
ν
e
)
} ⊂ 5¯ and (Hu, T ) ,
(
Hd, T¯
)
⊂ 5H, 5¯H. While for SO10[3]
we have all quarks and leptons of one family (including one additional state, a “sterile”
neutrino) 10 + 5¯ + ν¯sterile ⊂ 16 and the Higgs in one irreducible representation
5H, 5¯H ⊂ 10H.
At the moment, the only experimental evidence we have for low energy SUSY comes
from gauge coupling unification [5, 6, 7].
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The current status of this analysis uses two loop renormalization group running from MG
to MZ with one loop threshold corrections at the weak scale. It is important to note
that there are significant one loop, GUT scale, threshold corrections from the Higgs and
GUT breaking sectors. Hence at two loops the three gauge couplings do not meet at
MG. Nevertheless, the GUT scale can be defined as the point where two couplings meet;
α1(MG) = α2(MG) ≡ α˜G. Then we define ǫ3 ≡
(α3(MG)−α˜G)
α˜G
. A negative 4% correction at
the GUT scale is sufficient to precisely fit the low energy data.
2 Nucleon Decay
In SUSY GUTs, nucleon decay is affected by dimension 4, 5 and 6 operators.
• For dimension 6 operators Λ ≈ MG and for MG ∼ 3× 10
16 GeV we find τp ∼ 10
35±1
yrs. with the dominant decay mode p→ π0 + e+.
• Dimension 5 operators [8] are of the form c
2
MeffT
((Q Q Q L) + (U c U c Dc Ec)) or
commonly described as L L L L + R R R R operators.
• Dimension 4 operators given by (U c Dc Dc)+(Q L Dc)+(Ec L L) are very dangerous
[8]. Fortunately the symmetry Rp or R parity forbids all dimension 3 and 4 (and even
one dimension 5) baryon and lepton number violating operators. It is thus a necessary
ingredient of any “natural” SUSY GUT.
In summary, dimension 4, 5 and 6 operators may contribute to nucleon decay. The
proton lifetime as a result of dimension 6 operators is very long due to the large value of
MG [5]. Dimension 4 operators are necessarily forbidden by incorporating R parity. We
are thus lead to consider dimension 5 operators which are the dominant contribution to
nucleon decay in SUSY GUTs [9].
The proton decay amplitude depends on four main theoretical factors. We have
T (p→ K+ + ν¯) ∝ c
2
Meff
T
(Loop Factor) (RG) 〈K+ν¯|qqql|p〉 (1)
∼ c
2
MeffT
(Loop Factor) (RG) βlattice
fK
mp
where the latter equation results from a chiral Lagrangian analysis. Let’s consider each
factor in detail[10].
2.1 βlattice
βlattice is a 3 quark, strong interaction matrix element between the vacuum and a nucleon.
A recent lattice calculation gives[11]
βlattice = 〈0|qqq|N〉 = 0.015(1) GeV
3. (2)
Without going into detail there is also an αlattice satisfying αlattice ≈ −βlattice[11]. NOTE,
in previous theoretical analyses, a conservative lower bound βlattice > 0.003GeV
3 has been
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used to obtain an upper bound on the proton lifetime. The new lattice result is 5× larger
than this “conservative lower bound.” This has the effect of decreasing the upper bound on
the proton lifetime by a factor of 25. The error on the lattice result represents statistical
errors only. Systematic uncertainties due to quenching and using a chiral Lagrangian
analysis may be as large as ±50 % (my estimate).
2.2 c2
c2 is a model dependent factor; calculable within a theory of fermion masses and mixing
angles. Dimension 5 baryon and lepton number violating operators due to color triplet
Higgsino exchange are derived from the superpotential
W ⊃ Hu QYuU+ Hd(QYdD + LYeE) (3)
+T (Q1
2
cqqQ + UcueE)+ T¯ (QcqlL+ UcudD)
obtained by integrating out the Higgs color triplets (T, T¯ ) as in the figures below.
T T
Q
Q
Q
L
Q
Q
Q
L
1
M T
eff
We then obtain
W ⊃ Hu Q Yu U+Hd (Q Yd D+L Ye E) +
1
MeffT
[
Q
1
2
cqq QQ cql L+ U cud D U cue E
]
.
(4)
The matrix structure of the factor c2 depends on a theory of charged fermion masses[12,
13, 14, 15, 16]. For example, in any realistic GUT model which fits charged fermion
masses we have either, for SU5, an effective superpotential term W ⊃ λ(〈Φ〉) 10 10 5H +
λ′(〈Φ〉) 10 5¯ 5¯H or, for SO10, W ⊃ λ(〈Φ〉) 16 16 10H , where 〈Φ〉 represents the vacuum
expectation value [vev] of scalars in non-trivial GUT representations. These vevs are
absolutely necessary in order to fix bad GUT mass relations as discussed below. As a
consequence, the 3× 3 Yukawa matrices {Yu, Yd, Ye} and the cmatrices {cqq, cql, cud, cue}
are related by GUT symmetry relations. But, in general, Yu 6= cqq 6= cue and Yd 6= Ye 6=
cud 6= cql.
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As noted above, the effective superpotential with scalar vevs 〈Φ〉 are needed to correct
bad GUT Yukawa relations. For example, consider the good GUT relation λb = λτ .
Assuming it also works for the first two families gives λs = λµ and λd = λe. Combining
the two we find 20 ∼ ms
md
= mµ
me
∼ 200 which is a bad mass relation.
In general we also have
• {cqq cql, cud cue} ∝ mu md tan β.
• If, for example in SO10, we allow for Higgs in 16H and 10H which mix and in addition
we have higher dimension operators such as 1
M
(16 16 16H 16H) for neutrino masses
then this can lead to new proton decay operators[14]. However this is not required
for neutrino masses (see [13]).
• Finally, family symmetries affect the texture of cqq, cql, cud, cue.
2.3 Loop Factor
The Loop Factor depends on the squark, slepton and gaugino spectrum. For large tan β,
it has been shown that proton decay is significantly constrained by RRRR operators[12,
17, 18]. The dominant decay mode for the proton, p→ K++ ν¯τ , is given by the following
graph.
s
ν
τ d
u
t
τ
H
u u
This leads to a Loop Factor given approximately by λt λτ
16pi2
√
µ2+M2
1/2
m2
16
. Minimizing the Loop
Factor requires taking the limit µ,M1/2 SMALL; m16 Large.
Is this limit reasonable and what about “Naturalness” constraints?? In partial answer
to this question let’s consider two additional motivations for being in this particular region
of SUSY breaking parameter space.
An inverted scalar mass hierarchy [with heavy 1st & 2nd generation squarks and
sleptons (>> TeV) and light 3rd generation scalars (≤ TeV)] is useful for ameliorating
the SUSY CP and flavor problems. Such a hierarchy can be obtained “naturally” via
renormalization group running from MG to MZ if one assumes the following boundary
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conditions at the GUT scale[19]. One needs a universal A parameter A0, gaugino mass
M1/2, Higgs mass m10 and squark and slepton masses m16, consistent with SO10 boundary
conditions. In addition they must satisfy the constraint: A20 = 2m
2
10 = 4m
2
16, m16 >> 1
TeV.
On the other hand we can assume SO10 Yukawa unification with λt = λb = λτ = λντ =
λ at MG and see if consistency with the low energy data constrains the SUSY breaking
parameter space[20]. Good fits require the weak scale threshold correction to the bottom
quark mass satisfy δmb/mb = ∆m
g˜
b+∆m
χ˜
b+∆m
log
b +· · · < −2% with ∆m
g˜
b ≈
2α3
3pi
µmg˜
m2
b˜
tanβ
and ∆mχ˜
+
b ≈
λ2t
16pi2
µAt
m2
t˜
tanβ. Requiring µ > 0, which is preferred by b→ sγ and aNEWµ , we
find that Yukawa unification is possible only in a narrow region of SUSY parameter space
given by A0 ∼ −1.9 m16, m10 ∼ 1.35 m16, m16 > 1200 GeV and µ,M1/2 ∼ 100−500 GeV.
Moreover the fits improve asm16 increases. So from a completely independent perspective
we find the same region of SUSY breaking parameter space. Perhaps there is something
to this?
In this region of parameter space we find the predictions[20]
• tanβ ∼ 50;
• mt˜ << mb˜;
• mh ∼ 114± 5± 3 GeV, and
• aSUSYµ < 16× 10
−10
2.4 M effT
MeffT is an effective color triplet Higgs mass which is intimately connected to doublet-
triplet splitting and GUT symmetry breaking. It may be constrained by requiring pertur-
bative corrections to the prediction for gauge coupling unification[21, 17, 10, 14, 22, 15].
Recall the GUT threshold correction ǫ3 ≡
(α3(MG)−α˜G)
α˜G
∼ −4% needed to fit the low en-
ergy data. This correction has two main contributions given by ǫ3 = ǫ
Higgs
3 +ǫ
GUT breaking
3 +
· · ·. The Higgs contribution, in minimal models, is of the form ǫHiggs3 =
3αG
5pi
ln
(
MeffT
MG
)
. In
the following table, we list the values obtained from the GUT symmetry breaking sectors
of the theory. Note, minimal SU5 has a negligible contribution from the GUT breaking
sector. Hence in order to fit the low energy data, a very low value of MeffT is needed. As
a result, minimal SU5 is excluded by proton decay[17, 22]. In the following figure, taken
from the paper of Goto and Nihei[17], it is clear that minimal SU5 is excluded by Super-
Kamiokande bounds on the proton lifetime. Murayama and Pierce[22] have shown that
this result cannot be saved by an inverted scalar mass hierarchy. In the case of SU5 with
“natural” doublet-triplet splitting[15] and minimal SO10[21], on the other hand, it is pos-
sible to get significant corrections from the GUT breaking sector. For SO10 we have taken
a 10 % correction as an (albeit ad hoc) upper limit consistent with perturbativity[10].
6
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Model Minimal SU5 Minimal
SU5 “Natural”D/T SO10
ǫGUTbreaking3 ≈ 0 −7.7% −10%
ǫHiggs3 −4% +3.7% +6%
MeffT [GeV] 2× 10
14 3× 1018 6× 1019
Note, that in some cases the value ofMeffT is very large. However in these cases, there
is no particle with mass greater than MG. By definition we have
1
MeffT
= (M−1T )11 where
MT is the Higgs color triplet mass matrix. In the cases of natural doublet-triplet splitting
in SU5 and minimal SO10 we have MT schematically given by MT =
(
0 MG
MG X
)
with
1
Meff
T
≡ X
M2G
. Hence for X << MG we obtain M
eff
T >> MG and the heaviest Higgs has
mass of order MG.
To summarize, given a realistic GUT with a small set of effective parameters at the
GUT scale, we use the following procedure to evaluate the proton lifetime[10]. We first
vary the parameters at the GUT scale – α˜G, MG, the 3×3 Yukawa matrices Yu, Yd, Ye and
the soft SUSY breaking parameters until we FIT the precision electroweak data, including
fermion masses and mixing angles. As a result of this analysis, cqq, cql, cud, cue at MG
are FIXED. We then renormalize the dimension 5 operators from MG → MZ within
the MSSM; evaluate the Loop Factor at MZ and renormalize the effective dimension
6 operator from MZ → 1 GeV. The latter gives the renormalization constant A3 ∼ 1.3
(NOT AL ∼ .22)[10]. Finally we calculate the decay amplitudes using a chiral Lagrangian
approach or a direct lattice gauge calculation of the appropriate matrix elements. As
discussed above:
• c2 is model dependent but constrained by fermion masses and mixing angles.
• βlattice given by the recent JLQCD central value is 5 times larger than previous
“conservative lower bound”. The systematic uncertainties of quenching and chiral
Lagrangian analyses need to be evaluated.
• Loop Factor ∝ α
4pi
√
µ2+M2
1/2
m2
16
=⇒ Gauginos light; 1st & 2nd generation squarks and
sleptons > TeV and “naturalness” requires the stops, sbottoms and stau mass < 1
TeV.
• Finally, MeffT is constrained by gauge coupling unification and the GUT breaking
sectors.
2.5 The Bottom Line
• The proton lifetime due to dimension 6 operators is in the range τ(p→ e+ + π0) ∼
1035±1 yrs.
• The “upper bound” from dimension 5 operators is roughly given by τ(p→ K++ν¯) <
(1
3
− 3)× 1034 yrs[10, 14, 15].
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• In general, τ(n→ K0 + ν¯) < τ(p→ K+ + ν¯), and
• Other decay modes may be significant, eg. p → K0 + µ+, π0 + e+, but this is very
model dependent.
Can we eliminate dimension 5 operators by symmetries? This is non-trivial in 4
dimensions, but possible[23]. It is however “natural” in extra dimensions with GUT
symmetry breaking by orbifold boundary conditions[24].
3 5 Dim. SUSY GUTs
Let’s consider one recent construction of a complete SU5 SUSY GUT in five dimensions[25].
The picture below represents flat 3 + 1 dimensional end of the world branes separated
by a fifth dimensional line segment which runs from 0 to πR. The fifth dimension is an
orbifold which has an SU5 gauge symmetry on the 0 Brane and in the bulk. However
the symmetry on the πR Brane is only the standard model SU3× SU2×U1. Quarks and
leptons in the third family sit on the 0 Brane as indicated in the figure. On the other
hand, the quarks and leptons in the first two families are partially on the 0 Brane and
partially in the bulk. Finally the two Higgs doublets sit in the bulk.
0 πR
SU5 SU3 × SU2 × U1
Gauge
5H + 5
c
H
5¯H + 5¯
c
H
101,2
103
5¯1,2,3
In order to preserve the predictions of gauge coupling unification whereby bulk symmetry
relations dominate over the broken symmetry on the πR Brane one must have a “large”
extra dimension with a compactification scaleMC satisfyingMC =
1
R
∼ 1015 GeV << M∗
with M∗ ∼ 1017 GeV, the cut-off scale. The three gauge couplings unify at M∗, but the
baryon and lepton number violating gauge bosons obtain mass at MC .
The resulting 5d theory has the following virtues:
• Threshold corrections to gauge coupling unification, coming from Kaluza-Klein
modes with mass between MC and M
∗, are just right to give a good fit to the
low energy data.
• The theory preserves the good Yukawa relation: λb = λτ .
• The orbifold symmetry breaking results in “natural” doublet-triplet Higgs splitting
with a conserved U1(R) symmetry.
• R parity (Rp) is a subgroup of U1(R) and is thus conserved.
• Dimension 5 baryon number violating operators are eliminated.
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On the other hand,
• there is NO explanation of charge quantization, since weak hypercharge is not quan-
tized on the πR Brane.
• Since the physical quarks and leptons, coming from bulk states, are derived from
many different 10s the GUT explanation for families of quarks and leptons is lost.
• Proton decay due to dimension 6 operators may be enhanced. The decay amplitude
depends on new effective operators with an unknown dimensionful coupling given
by g¯
M2C
. Assuming g¯ ∼ 1, we obtain a proton lifetime τ(p→ π0 + e+) ∼ 1034 yrs.
4 Conclusions
4D SUSY GUTs are still very much alive.
• The proton lifetime due to dimension 6 operators is in the range τ(p→ e+ + π0) ∼
1035±1 yrs.
• The “upper bound” due to dimension 5 operators is given by τ(p → K+ + ν¯) <
(1
3
− 3)× 1034 yrs.
• Suppressing proton decay due to dimension 5 operators requires light gauginos and
heavy 1st & 2nd generation squarks and sleptons.
This range of soft SUSY breaking parameters is consistent with SO10 Yukawa
unification which also favors mh ∼ 114± 5± 3 GeV.
It is also consistent with an inverted scalar mass hierarchy which ameliorates
the SUSY CP and flavor problem.
Finally for m16 > 1200 GeV, we find a
SUSY
µ < 16× 10
−10.
SUSY GUTs in Extra Dimensions
• There are NO miracles in extra dimensions.
• Dimension 5 operators can easily be eliminated in extra dimensions at the expense
of NOT understanding charge quantization.
• In 5D GUTs, we can have “natural” doublet-triplet Higgs splitting and a conserved
Rp.
• Finally, proton decay due to dimension 6 operators may be enhanced giving τ(p→
π0 + e+) roughly of order 1034 yrs.
In conclusion, SUSY GUTs in four or even higher dimensions lead to proton decay
rates which may easily be observable in a future proton decay experiment. Moreover an
observation of proton and/or neutron decay would provide a tantalizing window to new
physics “way” beyond the standard model.
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